
Early Years 

30th  April 2021 

News and Reminders Homework 

We are delighted to introduce Mrs Canvin who is now 

supporting in Ash Class (see photograph below) 

Please note that because we will have had 2 bank holiday 

Mondays, we have decided to swap our forest school days 

for NEXT WEEK ONLY. So, Alder class will NOT have 

forest school next week but they will be on the field on 

Tuesday so please wear PE kit on Tuesday, 4th May. Ash 

class will therefore need their forest school kit on 

Tuesday the 4th May. 

Please do not let your children wear hooped earrings to 

school.  School dress is only small studs and these should 

be removed on PE days for safety reasons. 

Ms Martin has recently sent a reminder of our school PE 

kit and all children should wear this to school on their PE 

days. 

Our topic this half term is called We Are Explorers.  We are 

looking at Africa next week and the animals we might find 

there.  We would like the children to find out as much 

information about The Big 5! (elephant, lion, leopard, buffalo 

and hippo) and present it anyway you like on Seesaw. 

We will be looking on Seesaw at the work that is posted 

there. 

In maths we are working on our number bonds to 5 so there 

will be a number bonds to 5 activity on Seesaw for you to 

complete. 

Well done to all the children who are doing so well on 

Numbots.  You’ve made a great start but keep up the good 

work. 

Our Learning 

Our focus story last week was What the Ladybird Heard last week and we had lots of fun looking at ladybirds, the 

different colours they are and the different number of spots they have.  This week, our book has been Tadpole’s Promise 

which has helped us to talk about what a promise is and what happens when we break a promise. 

We have also been able to find out first hand about the life cycle of frogs and butterflies as we have both tadpoles and 



caterpillars in our classes for the children to observe on a daily basis.  

We have started to look closely at building our teen numbers using ten frames and identifying the number patterns within 

numbers 10-20. 

Our focus on caterpillars and butterflies has opened up opportunities in our continuous provision to look at patterns and 

symmetry in nature. 

Superstar Learners Diary Dates 

12.3.21 

Alder: Tommy - Responsibility 

Ash: Sebastian – Responsibility 

 

Alder: Victoria – Love 

Ash: Mithunika - Honesty 

Outside Learning Days 

Forest School:    Ash: Monday          Alder: Tuesday 

Field Day             Ash: Tuesday          Alder: Monday 

PE                        Ash: Thursday       Alder: Friday 

 

Library Days 

Ash & Alder : Books returned on a Monday and new books 

issued on a Wednesday 

 

 

Mrs Canvin 



Tadpole Observations 

     

Number bonds to 5 

    

 



Building a dragon trap/house for St George’s Day in Forest School and in class 

   


